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Business Hack #1
1. Understanding your Turnover Gap 2. Future Business Scenario Mapping 

3. Rebuilding Revenue and Reducing Costs 4. New Business Model 5. Structural and Resource Planning

The mindset has changed during the very first lockdown
and priorities have shifted, with consequences that
remained throughout reopening phases.  

A massive change in people’s behaviour

People value every moment of their time - they seek
mindful experiences that can enrich them and contribute
to their wellbeing.

Digital users increased: they are almost 60% of the world
population.

The Social Impact

Consumers are downloading apps to connect, be
entertained, learn, be informed. 

The consumption of content related to entertainment,
learning and DIY increased significantly.

Businesses have found new ways of connecting with their
audiences and thrive by applying digital across the whole
customer journey.

People found ways to humanise digital communications.
83% of people globally feel brands should use social
channels to create a sense of community and support.  

We heard about ‘armchair activism’, where online actions
can translate into offline change, starting from online
spaces for accountability, learning and impact. 

Social platforms are evolving into spaces for people to
co-create, not just engage.

People have evolved the way they engage with social,
attending online events regularly, following live-streaming
- digital can be integrated across the experience.  

People are looking for reliable idols, they want public
figures to use their platform responsibly.

Make that change:

People are looking to find their true values: businesses have to
demonstrate their engagement and investment in what is
important. Use digital to connect directly with consumers about
what they care about.

Businesses must get comfortable with the fact that whatever they
say or don’t say could be met with criticism. They can learn to use
digital platforms as a tool for advocacy and education.

In this landscape, businesses can facilitate more intimate
connections with and between their customers, through
humanised customer service, empathetic communications and
private experiences.

Brands can jump into the 'good influence' trend and learn how
they can become advocates of industry and community support.

Platforms evolve their tools and functionality to facilitate more
collaborative creation. Businesses can use platforms to encourage
co-creation and industry collaboration.

Scenario mapping is an invaluable
tool if you’re trying to determine
what the future might look like for
your business. While the COVID-19
Pandemic has ramped up our
understanding of uncertainty to the
extreme, companies will always fight
with blind spots and unknowns.

Creating a business scenario
implies taking a series of actions
that will help you put together
different hypothetical situations:
these situations represent possible
future scenarios you may find
yourself in.

Why is this so important? 
Creating scenarios allows you to be
prepared and ready to face sudden
changes in the market, adapting
your business model and ultimately
thriving as a business.

5 THINGS YOU NEED TO FOCUS ON
1. Conscious products for conscious consumer
As consumers are making more conscious choices, focus
on those products, services or experiences that are really
helpful and relevant for your costumers. 
2. Health and Safety
Whilst selling your services, focus on the safety
regulations you are putting in place for customers and
staff and be transparent about it. 
3. Local demand
Keep leveraging your local demand, keep delivering
products that are authentic, unique and address the needs
of your local community.
4. Digital and E-Commerce
Adopting a strategy around digital channels [website,
social media, third-party e-commerce platforms or
mobile apps] could be a lifesaver for your business.
5. Efficient consumer experience
Try to focus on those products or services that are easy to
deliver and offer clear benefits to your customers, as well
as an enhanced IRL experience. 

Category - Waitrose Cookery School

Cook and bake at home, with a host of virtual food events with Waitrose
Cookery School experts.
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SET YOUR GOALS
INVOLVING YOUR TEAM.

Involve your team in
important strategic decisions,
see what are the
expectations of your staff so
that you can work together
and align to achieve shared
goals.

SKILL SET & EXPERIENCE
RATHER THAN RESUMÉ. 

Your staff have probably
much more to offer than what
they stated on their CV.
Uncover everyone’s unique
skill and passion and create a
more flexible and agile team.

SMART WORKING. 

This is not just about working
from home, but adapting and
adjusting the work of
individuals as required
according to place and time.
This will make everyone’s life
easier and will ensure
superior well-being. 

The tour operator shows how profit is
reinvested in community projects
around the world.

A dedicated section on their website
where they show the percentage of
revenue invested in local
entrepreneurs, guides, suppliers and
employees health and development.

The hotel chain has made safety the
new number one priority for its
guests. The company is using an
intelligent mix of new technologies
and creativity to offer its customers
the safest possible experience.

At the core of the safety concept,
the chain has developed an App
allowing guests to do rapid check-
ins and check-outs, unlock rooms,
ask for cleaning service and even
control in-room features
contactless.

Oneseedexpeditions

The beer brand has teamed up with
the design studio Shepard Fairey’s, to
create beautiful floor murals for the
Old Truman Brewery in London.

Murals help people remaining socially
distanced whilst fostering a more
human and welcoming environment.

The project rethink the openness of
spaces and their social purpose.

Youtube

Travel

The Swedish hotel developed a
new business stream to
compensate for the lack of guests
by opening up rooms as private
dining spaces, allowing people to
maintaining social distancing.

The initiative was successful and
the hotel attracted demand from
those who still want to go out for a
dinner but don't feel safe enough
in regular restaurants

The airline launched
"Transfarency'" the airline's
transparent pricing model. 

The airline is committed to
showing only real fees to its
customers, who are assured
they won't face unexpected
bag fees, change fees or other
hidden fees in the booking
process.

The inn reinvests surpluses in
projects aimed to ensure a
sustainable future for the local
community of Fogo Island.

The inn provides employment
opportunities for residents and
stimulates the economic fabric of
the island by triggering local
craftsmanship, knowledge and
expertise. 

In this way, the inn sustains and
incentivises local production and
entrepreneurship.

Business Efficiency
A reduction in teams must ensure the right capabilities to take it
through recovery, bringing creative capability to a more agile ‘start-
up’ culture within the business.

The resort chain adopts a
100% transparent approach
releasing annual reports
showing the impacts of all
activities.

Soneva has developed a
specific Impact Assessment
Tool to measure impacts,
helping to implement better
decision-making on
allocating resources and
changing strategies.

The company produces room
modules that can be adopted to
create flexible hospitality complexes.

Modules can be used to create
"diffused hotels" made of dispersed
room modules immersed in the
nature.

ÖÖD proved to be extremely
effective to respond to the needs of
those tourists willing to enjoy a safe
and socially distanced experience. Travel

Picture not available

Sweden Hotel Gets Creative,
Turning Empty Suites Into
Private Dining Rooms

Stadt Hotel in Lidköping, Sweden is
turning their unused guest rooms into
private dining spaces to make up for
lost business due to coronavirus.

Departures

Giving the customer what they demand
and innovate. Think about ways in which
the ‘operational challenges’ of the ‘new
normal’ can become differentiators.

Applying creativity in problem-solving to
create a standout visitor experience and
social-worthy content.

Travel

Chuffed Gifts is a platform where
anyone can support local tour
operators by gifting memorable
experiences to friends.

The Japanese airline has developed
transparent safety guidelines for
passengers and displayed them in a
dedicated section of their website as
the "ANA Care Promise". 

The promise addresses all safety
measures adopted for the journey,
from before departure, to the check-in
and on-board measures, showing for
example how air is kept sanitised in
the aircraft. Ana

Get ready for future decisions:

Analyse directly what customers
say and want - you can do so on
social media. Adapt to what the
market is asking, especially at a

time when everyone is reluctance
and confidence is at its lowest. 

The Barcelona Opera reopened its doors
during the pandemic to host the 'Concert for
the Biocene', a charity concert played in front
of more than 2000 plants. 

The aim was both to raise awareness about
the fragility of our ecosystem and to create a
strong connection with the audience. 

The initiative is an extraordinary example of
how to reinforce core business values rooting
them in bold actions.  Ecowatch

Travel

The company produces gift boxes
containing locally crafted
experiences, hand-picked from
local tour operators in New
Zealand.

The purchase of each gift box helps
supporting tour operators affected
by the COVID 19 pandemic.

Renovate
& Innovate

Add New
Products &

Services

Wipe out
the old

stuff

Diversifying Markets

Increase existing product sales to existing markets
Develop a new product to existing markets
Adapt or sell digitally existing products online
Selling existing products online
Selling existing products to new markets
Sell adapted or digital products to new markets
Identify new markets online for an existing product
New business model to new markets 
New business model to new markets online

Service Transformation
SERVICE AUDIT

POTENTIAL TO SCALE VALUE PERCEPTION

Conduct a multi-point
audit of customer
touchpoints

"How Might We" ideate on
every touchpoint?
- deliver digitally
- reduce risk
- upgrade the experience

Traffic-light audit
opportunity and risk to
profitability

1. 2. 3.

Which service points
have the potential to
scale digitally?

Where can service value
be strengthened to
achieve a higher yield
per customer?

Digital Transformation

2 X PRODUCTIVITY BOOST
Boost productivity with digitally
collaborative teams

DATA-LED OPERATIONS
Fully exploit data to inform and
optimise every single action

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
AI powdered operations to
maximise service efficiency.

Packaging Product

BREAKING IT DOWN

How can individual components be
broken down into?

- Micro-experiences
- Individual products
- Expert-led services
- Sold digitally
- Distributed sales through partners

CREATING ADDED VALUE

How can existing experiences be
enriched to have added value?

- Pairing up with partners
- Identifying physical-digital offers
- Trying expertise with services
- Co-operative collaborations
- Re-defining according to customer
needs

Prioritising investments

SUSTAINABILITY

INNOVATION

DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES

Demand post-recovery will be
for sustainable, socially
conscious businesses.
Prioritiese circularity and
positive, value-driven actions. 

With uncertainty requiring new
business models, investing in
innovation processes is a
prerequisite for succeeding in
the new normal.

Investing in digital will drive
efficiencies, open markets and
enable scale to exist at the core of
the business, whilst being adept
and more agile for future change.

INVEST IN CAPABILITY

The new capability is more
important than ever, invest in your
retained talent to be future leaders
of your business.

Map a learning journey
linked to recovery,
consider the importance of
soft leadership capabilities

SMALL AGILE TEAMS

Build small, agile, multi-disciplined
teams to work through each
priority in a series of sprints
according to priority.

Build a culture of conscious
leadership, digitally
distributed teams and
transparent team workflow

FLEXIBLE AND AGILE
TEAM. 

Roles, skills, tasks aren’t
supposed to be fixed and
predetermined all the time.
See how you can adapt the
work of your team for short
and long-term objectives.

Contactless Experiences

Embracing
New Tech

Accepting
Controversial
Challenges

Relationship
Between

Staff &
Customer

end-to-end automation

Chatbot and AI

Creating contact-free guest experiences

Keep it 
simple

Customers are investing more time in
life's simple joys: a peaceful stroll along

the river or the warmth generated by
feeling part of the community. Make

every little thing count and bring value to
what you can offer not by adding

pointless features, but by creating a
connection for the brand. 

Multi-tasking &
multi-channel

In a multi-platform, socially-distanced and
increasingly fragmented landscape, people
are engaging with shared experiences as a

way to connect and have fun in virtual
digital spaces, like live concerts or virtual
gigs. Get comfortable with cross-channel

experiences and hybrid concepts.

Flexibility &
Adaptability

Before you start planning your
recovery, answer these 3 questions:

What are the
biggest changes
you have seen
over the past

months?

What are those
things that

worked really
well in your

business and
kept you going?

What is the
new direction
your strategy

is going?

Prioritise
relationships

Explore how to "humanise" the
customer experience online and

IRL, especially by finding the
balance between contactless,
safe interactions and personal,

caring support. 

Purposeful
experiences

Make a difference through a purpose-
driven experience and offer. The first

purchase from a certain brand is often
driven by finding an affinity with

corporate values.  

People wish to pay more attention to life’s simple
pleasures and are reconsidering the role digital channels
can play in enjoying them.

Businesses need to rethink how to use digital channels in their
consumer journey and be sure they’re not being regarded solely as
awareness drivers. EFFORT

IM
PA

CT

CX TRANSFORMATION
Incredible digital experiences
transform the brand experience

THANK YOU!

https://experiences.johnlewis.com/categories/waitrose-cookery-school?s_emlid=EVENTS%20&tmcampid=81&s_emcid=JLE2710_304_TR_20210221_&s_emuid=7DDF400D1F704F299681F014864B08CE
https://sonevachangemakers.com/5/
https://www.oneseedexpeditions.com/business-for-good
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDSM2QXBViU&feature=emb_title
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-citizenm-hotels-smart-pandemic-proof
https://www.southwest.com/html/air/transfarency/
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/10478074
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-ood-hotels-reshaping-the-guest-experience-with-dispersed-hotel-modules
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-citizenm-hotels-smart-pandemic-proof
https://www.departures.com/travel/hotels/stadt-hotel-private-dining-suites
https://app.mural.co/t/digitaltourismthinktank9732/m/digitaltourismthinktank9732/1599123570087/64efdad9810032668fa7fabe36af0782cb89e449?wid=0-1600793888305
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-fogo-island-inn-a-community-empowered-business
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-fogo-island-inn-a-community-empowered-business
https://www.ana.co.jp/en/jp/topics/coronavirus-travel-information/initiative/
https://www.ecowatch.com/barcelona-opera-house-concert-plants-2646243949.html?rebelltitem=3#rebelltitem3
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-chuffed-gifts-regenerating-domestic-tourism-through-gift-giving

